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Real Flavor
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 Riega Foods imports organic and conventional

ingredients from 20+ countries around the globe. We

are one of the largest organic herb and spice

importers in the United States. Our Supply Chain and

Quality Assurance teams are hands-on from the field

to our facility to ensure the products meet your

specifications.

Bulk Ingredients
 

Capabilities
 We have a hand in the entire lifecycle of our products.

From the farm to our centrally-located Kansas City

production facility, we are able to see our goods come to

life from seed, to shelf, to your fork. Riega Foods offers

bulk ingredients, industrial blends, co-packing, private

label, Riega branded products and R&D options for just

about any market need.

About Riega Foods

Riega Foods can create herb and spice blends to

incorporate in your products.  At our new, state-of-the-

art facility we have the capabilities to blend

 250 pounds to full truck loads. Our in-house R&D team

of food scientists can match blends or create new

flavors for you. We help bring your ideas to life with

services from product ideation to formula creation, all

with competitive turnaround times. Riega Foods can

also provide organic and kosher certifications for your

product.

Industrial Blending

We can package your proprietary blends in many

different containers or packaging choices, all in our

gluten-free, nut-free, SQF-certified facility. Or,

choose from our library of organic and conventional

formulas for your next private label project. No

matter what your formulation, production and

packing needs are, we can help you grow your brand.

Co-Packing/Private LabelOur retail products include a wide range of organic and

conventional spices and blends. A few of our products

include: Tex-Mex pouches, street taco pouches,

superfood blends, salt and pepper grinders, and  a

variety of seasoning shakers. 

Riega Brands

Riega Foods began out of a simple, sincere need. We

were looking for gluten-free spices and seasonings to

feed our family. From the grocery aisle to the health food

store, the products we found were dull and inconsistent.

Coming from a family of farmers, we knew flavor started

at the source.  So, we partnered with farmers who can

provide real, organic ingredients for the foundation of our

products. Then, we went further, traveling the world to

find producers of herbs and spices who care about

quality as much as we do.  Over the years, we’ve nurtured

these relationships, helped each other's businesses

grow, and kept our circle of suppliers tight and our

standards high.


